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ABSTRACT: Multiple polar states and giant piezoelectric responses could
be driven by polarization rotation in ferroelectric films, which have poten-
tial functionalities in modern material applications. Although theoretical
calculations have predicted polarization rotation in pure PbTiO3 films
without domain walls and strains, direct experiment has rarely confirmed
such polar states under this condition. Here, we observed that interfacial
oxygen octahedral coupling (OOC) can introduce an oxygen octahedral
rotation, which induces polarization rotation in single domain PbTiO3 films with negligible strains. We have grown
ultrathin PbTiO3 films (3.2 nm) on both SrTiO3 and Nb:SrTiO3 substrates and applied aberration-corrected scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) to study the interfacial OOC effect. Atomic mappings unit cell by unit cell demonstrate
that polarization rotation occurs in PbTiO3 films on both substrates. The distortion of oxygen octahedra in PbTiO3 is
proven by annular bright-field STEM. The critical thickness for this polarization rotation is about 4 nm (10 unit cells),
above which polarization rotation disappears. First-principles calculations manifest that the interfacial OOC is responsible
for the polarization rotation state. These results may shed light on further understanding the polarization behavior in
ultrathin ferroelectrics and be helpful to develop relevant devices as polarization rotation is known to be closely related to
superior electromechanical responses.

KEYWORDS: ferroelectric material, interface coupling, ultrathin PbTiO3 film, polarization rotation,
aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy

Ferroelectric films feature a multiple coupling effect which
makes them technologically significant for sensors, actu-
ators, and ultrahigh density nonvolatile memories.1,2

In particular, multiple polar states and giant piezoelectric responses
could be driven by polarization rotation in ferroelectric films,3−6

which have potential applications as multiple state memories and
high-performance piezoelectrics in commerce.7,8 Thus, it is
important to explore mechanisms that could integrate such
polarization rotation in ferroelectrics with a rigid polar axis. For
instance, in 5 nm thick tetragonal PbTiO3 films, polarization
rotation under a tensile strain was observed by synchrotron
X-ray diffraction.9 Moreover, flexoelectricity, the coupling
between strain gradient and polarization, was found to generate
the polarization rotation away from the tetragonal axis of 30 nm
thick PbTiO3 films, as observed by synchrotron X-ray dif-
fraction and high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM).10 In addition, the polar-
ization rotation is the intrinsic property which would introduce
giant piezoelectric response in PbZr0.52Ti0.48O3 ferroelectrics, as
verified by Noheda et al.11,12

On the other hand, the effect of the interface is an effective
way for tuning or creating physical phenomena of ultrathin
films,13 such as two-dimensional electron gas,14 magnetoelectric
coupling effect,15 and polarization enhancement.16,17 Moreover,
the coupling at the interface between tetragonal (T)
PbZrxTi1−xO3(PZT) and rhombohedral (R) PbZrxTi1−xO3(PZT)
gives rise to a polarization rotation state in both PZT films.18

Particularly, as predicted by first-principles calculations, interface
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coupling may lead to the antiferrodistortive (AFD) state in the
PbTiO3 layer of PbTiO3/PbZrO3 superlattices,19 where the
AFD is strongly related to the oxygen octahedral rotation (OOR)
in perovskite. It is also predicted that a 1/1 PbTiO3/ SrTiO3
superlattice results in the occurrence of the AFD state inside
the oxygen octahedra of the PbTiO3 layer,

20,21 where the ferroelec-
tricity and AFD are also strongly coupled in (PbTiO3)n/(SrTiO3)n
superlattices by first-principles calculations.22 However, direct
experiment has rarely proven this AFD in pure PbTiO3 crystals.
Furthermore, oxygen octahedral coupling (OOC) at the

heterointerface is also identified for producing interesting phys-
ical phenomenon. For example, Kim et al. experimentally
observed a nonequilibrium structure including NiO6 octahedral
tilt, which led to a polar state23 in NdNiO3 films grown on the
LaAlO3(111) substrate. An oxygen octahedral proximity effect24

at heterointerfaces due to the corner connectivity of BO6 octa-
hedra is also observed, which enables OOR to transfer from the
substrate to the film. In addition, the OOR, induced by inter-
facial OOC, was found in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film at the interface
region, which causes changes in magnetic anisotropy.25

For PbTiO3, first-principles calculations predicted OOR by
OOC.19−22 However, direct experiment has rarely confirmed
this OOR in pure PbTiO3. Here, we not only observed oxygen
octahedral distortion by OOC in ultrathin PbTiO3 films, but we
also found that this oxygen octahedral distortion has further
induced polarization rotation in these PbTiO3 films. We grow
epitaxial PbTiO3 ultrathin films on SrTiO3 and Nb:SrTiO3 sub-
strates. We found the impact of OOC on the physical features,
here, the spontaneous polarization rotation state in ultrathin
PbTiO3 films (3.2 nm), as evidenced by aberration-corrected
HAADF-STEM and annular bright field (ABF)-STEM. First-
principles calculations also show that when OOR is considered,
the polarization rotation states become stable. More impor-
tantly, the interface coupling is the key role to the distortion of
oxygen octahedra and further generates polarization rotations
in ultrathin films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bulk PbTiO3 (PTO) has a tetragonal structure with lattice
parameters of a = b = 3.904 Å and c = 4.157(5) Å (ref 26) at
room temperature. SrTiO3 (STO) has a cubic structure with
lattice parameters of a = 3.905 Å, which is almost equal to the
lattice parameter a of PTO. In PTO, both the Ti4+ ion and the
oxygen octahedron have the same direction displacement from
the center of the Pb lattice, where the shift of the oxygen
octahedron is bigger than that of the Ti4+ ion, which gives rise
to the spontaneous polarization along [001],27 as shown in
Figure 1. Thus, we can obtain the polarization direction in PTO
films according to the shift of the Ti4+ ion. Figure 1a is the 3D
schematic perspective view of the unit cell of PTO, which gives
the atom site and oxygen octahedron in PTO. Projections of
the unit cell along [100] and [11̅0] directions are shown in
Figure 1b,c, respectively. From these sketch maps, if we want to
record oxygen atoms, it is better to observe them along [11̅0]
than along [100] as O2+ and Ti4+ overlap with each other in the
[100] direction and the density of O in one O atomic column
in [11 ̅0] is higher than that in [100]. Along both directions, the
shift direction of Ti4+ can be used to determine the polarization
direction and is opposite to the ferroelectric spontaneous polari-
zation. PTO thin films about 3.2 nm thick were grown on
STO(001) and Nb:STO(001) substrates, as shown in Figure 1d,e.
The selection of both STO and Nb:STO substrates is to judge
the influences of different screening characteristics on the

polarization behaviors of ultrathin PTO films, with one being
insulating and the other being conductive. We have found that
the film surfaces are extremely flat with negligible roughness,
and the interfaces are also very sharp. Because the film and the
substrate match very well, the present PTO/STO and PTO/
Nb:STO interfaces are completely coherent without disloca-
tions, and no domain walls were observed from the GPA results
(see Supporting Information Figure S1).
A high-resolution HAADF-STEM image of the film system

(PTO/STO) is shown in Figure 2a, where the PTO/STO
coherent interface is marked by a pair of opposite white arrows.
By means of aberration-corrected STEM,28 we can easily obtain
the atomic information on ultrathin films.27,29,30 Lattice param-
eters extracted from atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images
using two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian fitting31,32 of atomic
positions are shown in Figure 2b. From Figure 2b, the in-plane
lattice parameter a of the PTO films is nearly constant as STO,
confirming that the PTO films are indeed uniformly strained
because they have negligible strains. In contrast, the out-of-
plane lattice parameter c of the PTO film increases gradually
with increasing distance from the interface, reaching a maxi-
mum (c = 4.12 Å) at a distance of about 4 unit cells away from
the interface, that is, in the middle of the film. Taking a = 3.905 Å,
this translates to a tetragonality of c/a ≈ 1.055. This value is
somewhat smaller than the bulk value of 1.065 (4.157/3.904 ≈
1.065). From Figure 2b, progressing from the center of the
PTO film toward the interface or the film surface, the lattice
c decreases, which indicates evidently that the suppression
occurs in the interfacial layer and surface in ultrathin PTO films.
Figure 2c displays a superposition of the reversed δTi vector
mapping with the atomic image. Polarization directions are
determined by Ti4+ displacements. It is found unexpectedly that
the polarization rotates in PTO, which is indicated by yellow
arrows. The δTi vectors are marked by arrows located at the
Ti4+ columns. Figure 2d gives the quantitative results for the
in-plane δTi, which is defined in the inset.
A similar analysis is performed for ultrathin PTO films on

Nb:STO. A high-resolution HAADF-STEM image of the film
system is shown in Figure 3a,b and gives the quantitative
results. The changing trends of the lattice parameters are the
same as those of the PTO film on STO. It gives the super-
position of the reversed δTi vector mapping with the atomic

Figure 1. (a) Schematic perspective view of the unit cell of PbTiO3
(yellow, Pb; red, Ti; blue, O). (b) Projection of the unit cell along
the [100] direction. (c) Projection of the unit cell along the [11 ̅0]
direction. (d,e) Low-magnification HAADF-STEM images along
the [100] direction showing 3.2 nm thick PbTiO3 layers on SrTiO3
and Nb:SrTiO3.
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images, which is shown in Figure 3c, and the in-plane δTi is also
displayed in Figure 3d. All of the results are similar to the above
results where PTO is on STO.
Polarization rotation was predicted for PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 films

under an uncompensated depolarization field,33 which indicates
that multiple polarization patterns may evolve in ferroelectric
films depending on the magnitude of the depolarization field.
However, the truth is that an ideally screened depolarization
field may not appear in practical situations.34 In the present
study, single domain PTO films were grown on both insulating
and conductive substrates. Polarization rotations were found in

both PTO films, indicating that the polarization rotation does
not result from depolarization fields as conductive substrates
should screen depolarization fields.35 It is worth noting that
from the shift of Ti4+, we find the polarization rotates to the
direction that may be between [001] and [111]. The polari-
zation rotation also means that a low symmetry phase evolves
here, as also observed by Catalan et al.,9 where the ac phase and
r phase are both found in ultrathin PTO films under tensile
strain. However, in our system, there is little or even no tensile
strain. To obtain further insight, we extracted the information
on the O atom.

Figure 2. (a) High-magnification STEM image along the [100] direction of 3.2 nm thick PbTiO3 on SrTiO3. (b) In-plane and out-of-plane
lattice parameter distributions of the PbTiO3 films on the SrTiO3. Horizontal dotted line marks the lattice parameter c of bulk tetragonal
PbTiO3, which is 4.157(5) Å. (c) Superposition of the reversed δTi vectors with experimental images. The reversed δTi vectors corresponding
to PbTiO3 unit cells are shown as yellow arrows superimposed on the atomic image of (a). (d) In-plane displacement of Ti4+ relative to Pb2+,
in which δTi is defined as an inset.

Figure 3. (a) Atomically resolved STEM image along the [100] direction of 3.2 nm thick PbTiO3 on Nb:SrTiO3. (b) In-plane and out-of-plane
lattice parameter variations of the PbTiO3 films on Nb:SrTiO3 substrates. Horizontal dotted line marks the lattice parameter c of bulk
tetragonal PbTiO3, which is 4.157(5) Å. (c) Superposition of the reversed δTi vectors with experimental images. The reversed δTi vectors
corresponding to PbTiO3 unit cells are shown as yellow arrows superimposed on the atomic image of (a). (d) In-plane displacement of Ti4+

relative to Pb2+, in which δTi is defined as an inset.
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The ABF-STEM imaging technique is used to record not
only the Pb2+ and Ti4+ columns but also the O columns, which
is powerful for imaging O atom columns. Figure 4 shows the
atomic-resolution ABF-STEM images of the PTO films on
STO (Figure 4a) and Nb:STO (Figure 4c). The representative
areas marked by red boxes in the PTO films were magnified
and are shown as insets. The relative displacements of Ti4+ to
the center of O2− octahedron (δTi−O) are indicated by the atomic
schematics in Figure 4a,c, which forms electric dipoles indicated
by yellow arrows in the PTO. It is worth noting that the
direction of δTi−O is not strictly along [001] but deviates from
[001]. We have extracted the magnitude of the δTi−O distrib-
ution across the PTO film, as given in Figure 4b,d. The out-of-
plane and the in-plane δTi−O are defined in the inset in Figure 4b.
The out-of-plane δTi−O in Figure 4b,d is drastically compressed
near the interface. In particular, a smaller in-plane δTi−O was
observed in both films, which indicates the signal of the
O octahedra distortion. In order to gain insight into the intrin-
sic mechanism of this polarization rotation phenomenon,
we further analyzed the ABF images. Figure 4e,g shows the
inverted contrast and wiener-filtered ABF image of PTO films
on STO and Nb:STO, respectively, which favors the imaging of
the O atom position clearly. The bond angles are extracted and
displayed in Figure 4f,h. θleft and θright are defined in Figure 1c.
In tetragonal PTO, the θleft and θright are the same because the
Ti4+ and oxygen octahedra are shifted only along [001].
However, in Figure 4f,h, we find the θleft and θright are not equal.
It is verified that the oxygen octahedra in our system dif-
ferent from that in tetragonal PTO. It is reported that the
perovskite oxide has several types of oxygen octahedral dis-
tortion in PTO films, which may include shift and rotation36 at
the same time. In the calculated minimum energy structure, the
octahedral rotation is 2° ∼ 3° around [001], [110], or [111].19,20

From a comparison of the experiment above, we find that PTO
films grown on STO or Nb:STO display polarization rotation.
To gain further insight, we performed theoretical simulations
for PTO films on STO.
In order to clarify the origin of the polarization rotation in

ultrathin PTO films, two PTO/STO (001) models A and B
were constructed, and the structural optimization was carried
out based on density functional theory (DFT). The details of
the calculations can be found in the Supporting Information
(section 1). At the beginning, models A and B contained in-
plane and out-of-plane ferroelectric (FE) polarization, that is,
both in the polarization rotation state. The difference of the
two models was that the oxygen octahedral rotation around the
in-plane and out-of-plane axes (usually called AFD) was set to
the PTO part of model B, but with no AFD in model A.
In other words, a coupling of FE and AFD existed in model B,
but no such coupling existed in model A. To effectively screen
the depolarization field, Pb2+ vacancies were introduced to the
surfaces of models A and B.
After full relaxation of models A and B, the corresponding

schematic illustrations of polarization distributions are dis-
played in Figure 5a. The polarization vectors of the PTO layer
in model A turn back to the [001] direction, whereas the PTO
layer in model B still maintains the polarization rotation state, a
phenomenon consistent with our experimental observation.
In addition, the quantitative results of the ferroelectric polari-

zation and the rotation angle of oxygen octahedra can be obtained.
In Figure 5b, the average out-of-plane polarization component
Pz of the PTO layer in model A is about 77 μC/cm2. Near the
PTO/STO interface, Pz decreases gradually within about 4 unit
cells. Meanwhile, the in-plane polarization component Px in
model A decreases to almost zero. In contrast, the average out-
of-plane polarization component of the PTO layer in model B

Figure 4. (a,c) ABF-STEM images along the [11 ̅0] direction of 3.2 nm thick PbTiO3 films on SrTiO3 and Nb:SrTiO3, respectively (yellow, Pb;
red, Ti; blue, O). (b,d) Quantitative results extracted from corresponding ABF images. In-plane and out-of-plane δTi−O are defined in the
inset. (e,g) ABF-STEM images along the [11 ̅0] direction of the PbTiO3 films on SrTiO3 and Nb:SrTiO3, respectively. Contrast was inverted
here to ease visual inspection. (f,h) Quantitative results show the bond angle distributions corresponding to (e,g).
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is 49 μC/cm2, smaller than that in model A, whereas the in-plane
polarization components still remain (about 19 μC/cm2),
showing an impressive polarization rotation state in model B.
From the distribution of the rotation angle (Φ) (Figure 5c), for
model B, the unit cells near the PTO surface and the PTO/
STO interface show Φ somewhat larger than those away from
these two regions. For model A, the same trends still exist, but
the magnitudes of Φ are much smaller. The results are con-
sistent with previous studies showing that the FE/AFD
coupling at the PTO surface and the PTO/STO interface
exists,20,22,37,38 and in-plane polarization could develop due to
this coupling. In the ultrathin PTO film, the two coupling
regions are very close, which would leave the whole PTO film
in the AFD state and generate polarization rotations. It is
expected that when the film thickness increases, the two cou-
pling regions would not overlap with each other, and the polar-
ization rotation state may disappear. As discussed in ref 22, the
antiferrodistortion in the PTO/STO system is an interfacial
effect, resulting from the combination of electrostatic and
covalent effects. That is the reason why the OORs are small in
both PTO and STO but large at their interfaces. Consistent
with previous studies, our results reveal that AFD instability in
the ultrathin PTO films and the formation of the polarization
rotation state could develop due to this interfacial coupling.
In order to verify this interface coupling, we grew a series of

PTO films on STO (001) with both smaller thickness (1.6 nm)
and larger thicknesses (4 and 6 nm). Figure 6a−c shows the
high-resolution HAADF images of these films, from which the
sharp interfaces can be found. The superposition of the
reversed δTi vector mappings with the atomic images are also
shown in Figure 6d−f. While the polarization in 1.6 nm film
was largely suppressed, some local in-plane Ti4+ shifting can still
be identified in Figure 6d. In 2004, Fong et al. found periodic

Figure 5. Results of the first-principles calculations of the ultrathin PbTiO3 films grown on SrTiO3 substrates. (a) Fully relaxed atomic
configurations of PbTiO3/ SrTiO3 supercells A and B, without (left) and with (right) AFD initial distortions, respectively. The schematic
illustrations of their polarization distributions are also shown. (b) In-plane and out-of-plane polarization components and (c) oxygen
octahedral rotation around the in-plane and out-of-plane axes extracted from the relaxed models A and B. The interface is indicated by the
black dashed line. The inset in (c) shows the oxygen octahedral rotation angle (Φ) along the in-plane axis.

Figure 6. HAADF-STEM images of PbTiO3 films on SrTiO3
substrates with different thicknesses of PbTiO3 for (a) 1.6 nm,
(b) 4 nm, and (c) 6 nm. (d−f) Superposition of the reversed δTi vec-
tors with corresponding experimental images.
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180° domains in PTO films down to 3 unit cells (12 Å) by
synchrotron X-ray diffraction at room temperature.39 However,
in our experiment, the disordered ferroelectricity is found in
ultrathin PTO films without any domain walls. We note that
disordered ferroelectricity is also found in PTO/STO super-
lattice films, which can enhance piezoelectric response by piezo-
electric force microscopy analysis.40 In Figure 6e, the polariza-
tion rotation is found as that of Figure 3. However, this polar-
ization rotation has vanished when the PTO film thickness is
increased to 6 nm (Figure 6f), where the polarization direc-
tion of the PTO film is consistent with previous reports.41

On the other hand, we found that the lattice parameters are
suppressed in both films (Figure S1), and the suppression is
weaker when the PTO layer becomes thicker. Changing trends
of the lattice parameters are the same in every film as that above
3.2 nm, where lattice a is constant and lattice c decreases pro-
gressively from the film center toward the interface or the film
surface.
Although strain-driven polarization rotation was established

in PTO films under large tensile strains,9 direct evidence scarcely
shows such rotation in PTO films with negligible strains. Thus,
the polarization rotation in PTO films observed here has
confirmed the prediction by nonlinear thermodynamic phe-
nomenological models.42−44 Moreover, theoretical calculation
has also predicted polarization rotation under different depo-
larization fields in PZT films.33 In general, our results agree
with these theoretical calculations. In addition, our results
further indicate that interface coupling between STO and PTO
is also responsible for the polarization rotation in PTO films.45

It is important to point out that both Ti4+ and the oxygen
octahedron have the same displacement direction from the
center of the Pb lattice even in the presence of an OOR or dis-
tortion like that in the present case. As shown in Figure 4, the
δTi−O and bond angle analyses actually reflect all the ion dis-
placement information involving all O2+, Pb2+, and Ti4+ ions.
On one hand, by combinations of Figure 2, Figure 3 (where
Ti4+ shifts mainly downward), and Figure 4a−d (where O also
shifts mainly downward relative to Ti4+ and Pb2+), it is clear
that both Ti4+ and the oxygen octahedron have the same dis-
placement direction. On the other hand, there are bond angle
differences between θleft and θright, which indicates the rotation
of oxygen octahedron. Particularly, these bond angle differences
also display polarization rotation away from the c axis of the
original tetragonal PTO unit cells, which is consistent with the
Ti4+ ion shift maps. In fact, if there is no OOR, there will be no
polarization rotation, too.
In summary, single domain PbTiO3 ultrathin films on both

insulating SrTiO3 and conductive Nb:SrTiO3 substrates with
negligible strains display a polarization rotation, which is identi-
fied as a result of the interfacial oxygen octahedral coupling
effect. This result is the direct experimental proof of polarization
rotation in PbTiO3 that was predicted by theoretical simulations.
This work indicates different mechanisms and possibilities that
could be used for modulating polar behaviors in ferroelectrics,
tuning multiple polarization states, and piezoelectric responses
of ferroelectrics.

METHODS
Materials. The PbTiO3 was deposited on SrTiO3 (and Nb:SrTiO3)

substrates by pulsed laser deposition using a Coherent ComPexPRO
201FKrF (λ = 248 nm) excimer laser. The PbTiO3 targets were 3 mol %
of Pb-enriched sintered ceramics. The target substrate distance was
35 mm. During the growth of PbTiO3, the substrate temperature was

kept at 700 °C, with a laser energy of 370 mJ, a laser repetition rate of
4 Hz, and under an oxygen pressure of 150 mTorr. Before deposition,
the SrTiO3 (and Nb:SrTiO3) substrate was preheated at 850 °C for
10 min to clean the substrate surface and then cooled to the growth
temperature (15 °C/min). The laser was focused on the ceramic target
for 10 min presputtering to clean the target surface. After deposition,
the film was cooled to room temperature at a cooling rate of about
5 °C/min.

STEM Sample Preparation and HAADF-STEM. Cross-sectional
samples for the STEM experiments were prepared by slicing, gluing,
grinding, and dimpling. A Gatan PIPS was used for the final ion
milling. All STEM results were obtained using an aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscope (Titan Cubed 60−300 kV
microscope (FEI), operated at 300 kV). This TEM is equipped with
an image corrector, a probe corrector from CEOS, a high-brightness
field-emission gun (X-FEG), and a monochromator. All HAADF-STEM
images were recorded using a convergence semiangle of 21.4 mrad.
The atom column positions were determined by fitting them as 2D
Gaussian peaks using Matlab software.

First-Principles Calculations. The density functional theory
calculations were performed by using a projector-augmented wave
method as implemented in the VASP code. The exchange and corre-
lation terms were considered within the local density approximation.
The plane wave cutoff energy was chosen as 450 eV. The O 2s2p,
Sr 4s4p5s, Ti 3s3p3d4s, and Pb 5d6s6p electrons were treated as the
valence electrons. To simulate the epitaxial growth of the PbTiO3 film
on the SrTiO3 substrate, the in-plane lattice constant of the PbTiO3/
SrTiO3 interface model was fixed to the theoretical SrTiO3 lattice
constant, and the ionic relaxation was considered to be convergent
when the force on every atom was less than 10 meV/Å. The lateral size
of the interface model was extended to 2 × 2 to consider the OOR.
The Monkhorst−Pack k-point meshes were chosen as 2 × 2 × 1 for
the PbTiO3/SrTiO3 interface models. In addition, the bottom layer of
SrTiO3 was fixed to simulate the bulk region of the substrate, and all
other layers were allowed to relax. A vacuum layer of 15 Å was added
on top of the PbTiO3 surface, and the dipole correction was applied to
avoid spurious interactions between periodic images.
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